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Jason I agree with you on some points, > > But I don't think any of it is in doubt on the historical >
record. The evidence is that if you go back far enough, some > African populations had significant in-
breeding, but let's > be honest that's not all that far back. There are more in- > bred populations
now than there ever were. > > Anecdotal evidence, yes, but it's pretty weak evidence since > it only
shows how far back people can remember. I think > a genetic analysis would be much more
convincing, but > there's no way to test that directly. > > Meanwhile, your argument has already
been considered and > rejected at some length, and we know there are extant > populations with
no appreciable in-breeding. You're > basically repeating the same thing over and over, so > this
conversation has no bearing on the original claim. > > Before claiming that "inbreeding is common"
we should know > what common means to you. If the claim you're trying to > back up is that there
are people in the world today who are > as closely related to their relatives as Europeans are, then
> I think it's been confirmed that there are no such people. > > But without further clarification as to
what you're arguing, > you can't make that claim. > > Jason > de2e249653
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